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About This Game

Achievement Machine is a colorful clicker game for those who wants not only to get tons of achievements in no time, but also to
enjoy real gameplay and various game modes!
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We at Playloft don't like boring spamming games, but knowing your true love of achievements and interesting gameplay we've
taken the liberty to make both colorful and enjoyable clicker game with lots and lots of achievements.

Rules:

Click the icons to clear the game field. Every new click can bring you another achievement. There are some special icons
hidden among the regular ones:

Explosive icons — explode the icons placed around them;

Armed icons — extra strong;

Energy icons – let you clear the whole row of icons.
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Sometimes you can unlock one of the secret icons, that activate an additional game mode. Try to find them all!

A UNIQUE CLICKER

Achievement Machine combines both achievement farming and fun gameplay with several modes - find a special icon on the
field to start them.

5000 ACHIEVEMENTS

A simple and fun way to expand your collection with tons of new achievements. Decorate your Steam profile with amazing well-
drawn icons!

A SECRET ACHIEVEMENT #5000

Did you think that it would be that simple? To get a secret achievement you'll need to give it your best shot. Let's see if you're
lucky enough to unlock it!
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Awful. To even play the game you have to go into the options menu and select the ball you want to use. Otherwise you wont be
able to do anything. There is no strategy to getting through the levels, even on the first level it is impossible to avoid the lava..
They werent kidding when they said what if. In kreigsmarine you feel nothing like Karl Doenitz and a lot like Erich Raeder. It's
all about the surface ships with the exception of one scenario. If this is what you were hoping for by all means get it.

The game starts you off with classic scenarios such as blocking the poles from mining the danzig bay and raiding narvik and
British shipping. All round these scenarios are fun and enjoyable especially when you get the bismarck. However in the later
scenarios instead of having you face the troubles of facing a very strong foe forcing you to rely on submarines and dodging
radar, the game gives you works of fiction and suddenly you find yourself combatting in huge climatic surface to surface battles
in the atlantic and other areas disguised as simply raiding shipping.

If you are looking for a good dlc that represents the german armed forces in WW2 I highly recommend blitzkreig (probably
their best dlc) other then that I recommend this scenario only to those who enjoy the Kreigsmarines early operations, massive
surface fleets with the occasional submarine, and some what if scenarios. Fun, simple, short, great music, that pervy flash game
nostalgia from newgrounds but on steam :D I recommend. Stay away. Way too difficult and time consuming given the learning
curve and the TPKs.. Really fun DLCs!. Great Hero's Beard is a fantastic pick-up for its current price of £1.69. I can strongly
recommend this game to fans of incremental games (categorised as 'Clicker' by Steam).

I am extremely fond of this game, and I have spent the last couple of days eating toast and pork pies whilst saving princesses. I
will keep a very close eye on this game, as its developers continue to do their job very well. I do however feel confused by it
lending itself to the term 'Clicker' or 'Incremental', giving it a sort of stigma in the eyes of some gamers and yet doesn't fully
lend itself to those categorisations. It falls short as a true incremental game due a lack of endless progression, I understand that
what steam categorises it as, and what its developers are actually making are two different things.

There are a couple of problems I have with its current state, that being its lack of endless progress as I previously stated and it's
limitations surrounding 'stat points' and 'skill points'. It also limits the amount of times you can 'prestige' or 'ascend' (60x
currently) further limiting my potential enjoyment with this game. That being said, even with these limitations in place I still
find myself thoroughly enjoying my time spent in this game.

In summary, I think it has flaws but with a great deal of potential and a solid foundation to build upon. I'm certain this game can
become a staple in the market of incremental games across the internet given time.. This game looks very promising.
It feels great to play.
There are some really cool ideas happening here.
It's basically a twin stick shooter roguelike type game, but with an item\/ inventory system that allows you to tailor the combat to
your liking (most of the time anyway, depending on the RNG factor)
Pretty much all the items you find could be used in combination with another to make some really interesting, and often
surprising, results.
The game has only been out for a few weeks, and already it has greatly improved from the original build.
I look forward to seeing what the developer does with this game.. Absurd...

This game I wouldn't even recommend if you enjoy playing JRPG or adding numbers into your list. When you have a "training"
level that actually get you stuck with no point of return. You know that is a overlooked flaw that has not been fixed at all. The
story isn't really compelling and overall the game's world feel boring.

I, however, will give the art style an A+ for at least putting some originality and that gothic vibe to it but that is where it ends.
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Such a wonderful game. just have fun and let go all the burden from ur brain. Well its not a bad manager soccer game since its
free
But i has some payment to make you easy to play
And since i have no luck play manager game i quit after nearly and hour play it ==
7/10 for me. Unable to play. Bad purchase.. GAME COMPLETED. It's ok. Cant say I would recommend it. Camera angles are
what messes this one up.. Why this game was never followed up on is beyond me. It probably didn't do well sales-wise, but don't
let it fool you. It is possibly the best 40K game ever released.. Completed this impressive game in 11 hours (80%). Design is
amazing, art reminds me good old days on my SNES (there is a CRT filter). And the music is just perfect. This is definitely a
must-buy.

Achievement Machine is Now Available!:
Achievement Machine is out!
It's a colorful clicker game that combines both achievement farming and fun gameplay with several modes. Decorate your
Steam profile with amazing well-drawn achievement icons!
If you'll find any bugs or issues, let us now, so we can do our best to fix them as soon as possible. And, of course, don't forget to
write a review!
We hope that you enjoy the game!
Playloft Team. Airplane Sky Voyage Is Out Now!:
We're proud to announce that Airplane Sky Voyage is now available on Steam for Windows PC and Mac!

Pilot your plane and conquer skies. Try every plane model with different characteristics, complete tricky missions. Master
piloting skills and do amazing tricks at high altitude. Open spaces are waiting for exploration and flights!

We are looking forward to your feedback in comments!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/851010/Airplane_Sky_Voyage/. Meet our new game!:
Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other game Recursive Dragon is out! It's a сolorful exploration game, where you
have to make a round-the-world trip and study all the four sectors of the planet: Sector of Spring, Sector of Summer, Sector of
Autumn and Sector of Winter. Check it out and let us know what you think!

Playloft Team

https://store.steampowered.com/app/875250/. 75% OFF Achievement Machine:
Winter Sale deals now live: get 75% off discount on Achievement Machine!. Achievement Machine - Out Soon!:
Greetings!
We're glad to announce that our new game Achievement Machine will be available soon! It's a colorful clicker game for those
who wants not only to get tons of achievements in no time, but also to enjoy real gameplay and various gamemodes!
Please subscribe and add the game to your wishlist. We look forward to know what you think about our works!

Playloft Team
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